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By Virginia Lowell

Penguin Putnam Inc, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. As the national bestselling Cookie Cutter Shop mysteries return, things are heating up
for Olivia Greyson, her best friend, Maddie, and the rest of the crew at The Gingerbread House--until
a cold case puts their plans on ice. Olivia s mom, Ellie, is always cooking up new schemes, but her
latest idea has Livie and Maddie especially excited. Ellie s converting an old boarding house into an
arts and crafts school--one that, of course, houses a kitchen for those interested in baking. But right
as renovations start, the workers discover a pile of bones buried within the boarding house s walls,
evidence of a long forgotten crime. A silver necklace with a cookie cutter charm is found within the
remains, convincing one of the workers that the bones are the remains of her father, who s been
missing for over five years. Of course, Livie and Maddie can t resist the allure of investigating. But
they re about to discover that digging up the secrets of the past can be deadly dangerous. RECIPES
INCLUDED.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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